Registry-induced electronic superstructure in double-walled carbon nanotubes, associated with the interaction between two graphene-like monolayers.
Prior to the implementation of multi-walled carbon nanotubes in microelectronic devices, investigating their electronic structure down to the nanometer scale is necessary. In that prospect, we used scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) to study the detailed atomic scale structure of double-walled carbon nanotubes, each comprising two rolled monolayers of graphene. Atomically resolved STM images usually displayed a motif and periodicity similar to that found in graphite but, on selected regions, atomically resolved motifs with a clearly defined superstructure were observed. This phenomenon has been reported previously but without a suitable explanation. We discuss the origin of this behavior in terms of modified stacking sequences due to the mismatch in registry between the chiral angles of the inner and the outer shells, associated with the interaction between the two carbon monolayers. These phenomena must be taken into account for the realization of lateral interference devices based on carbon nanotubes or graphene layers.